Abstract. A group is G commutative transitive or CT if commuting is transitive on nontrivial elements. A group G is CSA or conjugately separated abelian if maximal abelian subgroups are malnormal. These concepts have played a prominent role in the studies of fully residually free groups, limit groups and discriminating groups. They also play a role in the solution to the Tarski problems. CSA always implies CT however the class of CSA groups is a proper subclass of the class of CT groups. For limit groups and finitely generated elementary free groups they are equivalent. In this paper we examine the relationship between the two concepts. In particular, we show that a finite CSA group must be abelian. If G is CT, then we prove that G is not CSA if and only if G contains a nonabelian subgroup G 0 which contains a nontrivial abelian subgroup H that is normal in G 0 . For K a field the group PSL.2; K/ is never CSA but is CT if char.K/ D 2 and for fields K of characteristic 0 where 1 is not a sum of two squares in K. For characteristic p, for an odd prime p, PSL.2; K/ is never CT. Infinite CT groups G with a composition series and having no nontrivial normal abelian subgroup must be monolithic with monolith a simple nonabelian CT group. Further if a group G is monolithic with monolith N isomorphic to PSL.2; K/ for a field K of characteristic 2 and G is CT, then G Š N .
Introduction
A group G is commutative transitive, which we will abbreviate by CT, if commutativity is transitive on nonidentity elements. Commutative transitivity is a simple idea that surprisingly has had a wide-ranging impact on many areas of algebra in general and group theory in particular. The paper [5] contains a great deal of information about CT groups in general.
A group G is CSA or conjugately separated abelian if maximal abelian subgroups are malnormal (see Section 2) . CSA implies CT (see Section 2) but the class of CSA groups is a proper subclass of the class of CT groups. A result of Gaglione and Spellman [6] and independently of Remeslennikov [13] showed that for nonabelian residually free groups, being CT is equivalent to having the same universal theory as a nonabelian free group (see Section 2) . This result was one of the initial important steps in the solution of the Tarski conjectures (see Section 2) . The term commutative transitive was coined in [3] relative to free groups and Fuchsian groups yet the concept appeared in the literature substantially earlier. In some papers a CT group is referred to as centralizer abelian or CA-group since being CT is easily shown to be equivalent to having all centralizers of nontrivial elements abelian.
Finite CT groups were studied originally by Weisner [21] in 1925. He proved that finite CT groups are either solvable or simple. However, there was a mistake in his proof. Yu-Fen Wu in 1998 [22] corrected the mistake and reproved Weisner's result. She also proved that a finite solvable CT group is the semidirect product of its Fitting subgroup F , which must be abelian, by a fixed point free group of automorphisms of F . Earlier Suzuki [20] , in 1957, using character theory proved that every finite nonabelian simple CT group is isomorphic to some PSL.2; 2 f /; f 2. In this paper, we examine the relationship between the two concepts, CT and CSA. As mentioned above, CSA implies CT, however, there do exist groups, both finite and infinite, which are CT but not CSA. For limit groups, however, as well as elementary free groups and some related groups, the two concepts are equivalent.
We next consider finite CSA groups and prove, using the results of Wu, that a finite CSA group must be abelian. Hence a finite CT group that is not simple and not CSA must have a nontrivial abelian normal subgroup. For infinite groups we prove that a group G that has a composition series and is CT but not CSA either contains a nontrivial normal abelian subgroup or is monolithic with monolith isomorphic to PSL.2; K/ for a field of characteristic 2. Here we use the fact that CSA is given by a set of universal sentences and hence is true if and only if it is true in subgroups. The equivalence of CT and CSA carries over to the class of BX-groups introduced by Ciobanu, Fine and Rosenberger [2] .
Basic material on CT and CSA groups
A group G is commutative transitive or CT if and only if it satisfies the universal sentence
It is also clear is that if the center of G; Z.G/, is nontrivial and G is CT, then G is abelian.
It is clear (and follows directly from the fact that CT is captured by a universal sentence) that subgroups of CT groups are CT.
Lemma 2.1. If G is CT, then any subgroup of G is also CT.
On CT and CSA groups and related ideas 925 There are many examples of classes of CT groups including free groups, torsion-free hyperbolic groups and free solvable groups. The paper [5] and the book [4] contain many more examples.
Myasnikov and Remeslennikov in their study of fully residually free groups introduced the concept of a CSA group (conjugately separated abelian group). Recall that if G is a group and H a subgroup of G, then H is malnormal in G or conjugately separated in G provided g 1 Hg \ H D 1 unless g 2 H: A group G is a CSA-group or conjugately separated abelian group provided the maximal abelian subgroups are malnormal.
Each CSA group must be CT. The converse however is not true in general.
Lemma 2.2. The class of CSA groups is a proper subclass of the class of CT groups.
See [4] for a proof.
In the next section we give many more examples of CT but non-CSA groups.
Although the class of CSA groups is a proper subclass of the CT groups, in the presence of full residual freeness (in fact even in the presence of just residual freeness) they are equivalent (see the next section). Fully residually free groups play a prominent role in the solution of the Tarski problems (see [4] ). Finitely generated fully residually free groups are also known as limit groups since they arise (as initially observed by Sela [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] ) as limits of homomorphisms into free groups.
Recall that a group G is residually free if for each nontrivial g 2 G there is a free group F g and an epimorphism h g W G ! F g such that h g .g/ ¤ 1. Equivalently for each g 2 G there is a normal subgroup N g such that G=N g is free and g … N g . The group G is fully residually free provided to every finite set S G n ¹1º of nontrivial elements of G there is a free group F S and an epi-
A beautiful theorem due independently to Gaglione and Spellman [6] and Remeslennikov [13] ties together full residual freeness, CT and the property of being universally free. A group is universally free if it has the same universal theory as a nonabelian free group (see [4] ). It is straightforward that all nonabelian free groups have the same universal theory. This result in some sense is the beginning of the solution of the Tarski problems. Theorem 2.3 ( [6, 13] ). If a nonabelian group G is residually free, then the following are equivalent:
(1) G is fully residually free.
(2) G is CT. 3 The relationship between CT and CSA As mentioned, CSA always implies CT but the class of CSA groups is a proper subclass of the class of CT groups. In this section we prove that PSL.2; K/ is never CSA. However, if K has characteristic 2, then PSL.2; K/ is always CT while PSL.2; R/ and PSL.Q p / are also CT. The groups PSL.2; K/ for characteristic an odd prime p are never CT. The group PSL.2; C/ and more generally PSL.2; K/ where K is an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0 is never CT. Thus several of these types of groups provide an infinite number of examples, both finite and infinite of CT non-CSA groups. We also prove that a finite CSA group must be abelian. Wu [22] proves that there exist finite solvable CT groups for every solvability class. Hence the nonabelian ones provide more examples of CT non-CSA groups.
We first consider some cases where CT and CSA are equivalent. With this definition B. Baumslag's original theorem says that the class of free groups F satisfies BF .
In [2] it was proved that a class of groups X satisfies BX under very mild conditions and hence the classes of groups for which this is true are quite extensive. In any class of groups satisfying BX , the properties CT and CSA are equivalent. In [2] , it was shown that many classes of groups including torsion free hyperbolic groups satisfy BX.
For the rest of this section we will concentrate on the situations where CT and CSA are not equivalent. That is we will examine CT non-CSA groups. We saw that CT is given by a universal sentence and hence is inherited by subgroups. The same is true for CSA.
Lemma 3.2. If G is a CSA group and H G, then H is CSA.
Proof. The result follows from the fact that CSA can be described in terms of universal sentences. In particular, the CSA property is described by the following On CT and CSA groups and related ideas 927 pair of universal sentences:
Recall that the infinite dihedral group is the free product
and hence D is not CSA. Proof. The modular group M is isomorphic to the free product Z 2 ? Z 3 of a cyclic group of order 2 and a cyclic group of order 3. So we can put M D hx; y W x 2 D y 3 D 1i. Such a free product contains as a subgroup the free product Z 2 ? Z 2 , a subgroup isomorphic to the infinite dihedral group. Indeed, hx; y 1 xyi M and hx; y 1 xyi D hxi hy 1 xyi. Therefore by Lemma 3.3, M cannot be CSA. Proof. The group PSL.2; Q/ contains M as a subgroup and hence cannot be CSA.
Because of Wu Fen's work on finite CT groups (see [22] ) the groups PSL.2; K/, where K is a field, figure prominently in the analysis of CT and CSA groups. In [22] she also proves that there are finite solvable CT groups for every solvability class.
We prove the following two results. The first is that PSL.2; K/ for any field is never CSA. Theorem 3.6. Suppose that K is a field. Then the group PSL.2; K/ is not CSA.
Proof. We consider the characteristic of K and handle each characteristic separately. If K is a field of characteristic p ¤ 2 then the group PSL.2; K/ is not CT (see Theorem 3.7 below) and hence it cannot be CSA. Now let K be a field of characteristic 0. Then K contains a subfield isomorphic to Q. Hence PSL.2; K/ contains a subgroup isomorphic to PSL.2; Q/. From Corollary 3.5 PSL.2; Q/ is not CSA and therefore PSL.2; K/ cannot be CSA. Finally, let K be a field of characteristic 2. Let F D Z 2 be the two-element field. Then K contains a subfield isomorphic to F and hence PSL.2; F / D PSL.2; Z 2 / is a subgroup of PSL.2; K/. However, PSL.2; Z 2 / is nonabelian of order 6 and hence is isomorphic to S 3 the symmetric group on three symbols. This group has an abelian normal subgroup of order 3 and hence is not CSA. It follows that PSL.2; K/ cannot be CSA.
The next theorem handles the CT property for PSL.2; K/. It is more complex than for CSA.
Theorem 3.7. Suppose that K is a field.
(2) If char.K/ D p where p is an odd prime, the group PSL.2; K/ is not CT.
is not a sum of two squares in K and not CT if 1 is a sum of two squares in K. In particular, if K D R, the real numbers or K D Q p the p-adic numbers or any subfield of these, then PSL.2; K/ is CT. On the other hand, PSL.2; C/ is not CT and more generally PSL.2; K/ is not CT for any algebraically closed field of characteristic 0.
It follows from these two theorems that in the class of groups PSL.2; K/ there are infinitely many examples, both of finite order and infinite order of CT non-CSA groups.
Proof of Theorem 3.7. We do each characteristic separately with characteristic p ¤ 2 the simplest.
Proof. From Wu's result a finite CT group must either be solvable or isomorphic to PSL.2; K/ where K is a field of characteristic 2. Hence if p ¤ 2, we must have that PSL.2; Z p / is not CT for the finite field K D Z p . If K is a field of characteristic p ¤ 2, then PSL.2; K/ will contain PSL.2; Z p / as a subgroup. Since the CT property is inherited by subgroups, it follows that PSL.2; K/ cannot be CT.
Lemma 3.9. If char.K/ D 0, then the group PSL.2; K/ is CT if 1 is not a sum of two squares in K and not CT if 1 is a sum of two squares in K. In particular, if K D R, the real numbers or K D Q p the p-adic numbers or any subfield of these, then PSL.2; K/ is CT. Further PSL.2; K/ is CT for any real field. On the other hand, PSL.2; C/ is not CT and more generally PSL.2; K/ is not CT for any algebraically closed field of characteristic 0.
Proof. Suppose that K is a field with char.K/ D 0 and suppose that there do not exist elements x; y 2 K such that x 2 C y 2 D 1. Let A; B; C be nontrivial elements of PSL.2; K/ with AB D BA and BC D CB. Since K can be embedded in an algebraic closure k, we may assume that each of A; B; C has one or two eigenvalues within k.
Case 1: B has one eigenvalue in k. Then this eigenvalue is already in K. After a suitable conjugation in PSL.2; K/ we may assume that
From An analogous statement holds for C since BC D CB. Therefore C has this form also and hence AC D CA in Case 1.
Case 2: B has two eigenvalues in k. After a suitable conjugation in PSL.2; k/ we may assume that
Since B is nontrivial, we have˛¤˙1. Let We have that ¤ 0 for if D 0, then
contrary to assumption that 1 is not a sum of squares.
Hence by conjugation we may assume that B has the form
Then from AB D BA we get that either On CT and CSA groups and related ideas 931 Analogously let
Then from BC D CB we get that
But in this case AC D CA. Therefore altogether PSL.2; K/ is CT if 1 is not a sum of two squares in K. Now suppose that 1 D x 2 C y 2 in K. Since K has characteristic 0, we have Q K. Let˛;ˇbe nonzero elements of Q such that˛2 Cˇ2 D 1. For example let˛D ! :
Then A; B; C are three nontrivial elements of PSL.2; K/ with AB D BA and BC D CB but AC ¤ CA so the group is not CT. Notice that if 1 is itself a square in K, the group PSL.2; K/ then cannot be CT. In particular, this is true for the complex numbers C and more generally for any algebraically closed field K. We give an example in PSL.2; C/ to clarify this.
In PSL.2; C/ we have the projective matrices
As linear fractional transformations these are
By a direct computation U commutes with T and V but T and V do not commute. Therefore PSL.2; C/ is not CT. Exactly the analogous example works in any field K of characteristic 0 where 1 is a square. Therefore the example holds in PSL.2; K/ for any algebraically closed field of characteristic 0. Notice further that the lemma applies to PSL.2; R/ for the real numbers R and for any subfield of R, in particular any algebraic number field, and for any subgroup of PSL.2; R/. Hence any Fuchsian group is CT. In general, fields where 1 is not a sum of squares are called real fields and have been extensively studied (see e.g. [11] From [9, p. 47], we have that one form of Hilbert's Nullstellensatz says that if A is an algebraically closed field and E is a finite system of equations and inequations with coefficients from A, such that some field extending A contains a solution of E, then A already contains a solution of E (see also Jacobson [10, p. 425]). It follows from this that an existentially closed field (see [10] for a definition) is the same thing as an algebraically closed field. We now use a bit of model theory. We refer the reader to [1] or [4] for a discussion of ultrapowers.
Since k and K are algebraically closed, they are existentially closed and hence, since k K, we must have the universal equivalence k Á 8 K:
By These three lemmas complete the proof of Theorem 3.7.
We now prove: Theorem 3.12. Let G be a finite CSA group. Then G is abelian.
Proof. Let G be a finite CSA group. Since CSA implies CT, we then have G is a finite CT group. From Wu's theorem G is then either solvable or isomorphic to PSL.2; K/ for a finite field of characteristic 2. If G Š PSL.2; K/, then from Theorem 3.6, G cannot be CSA. Hence G must be solvable. If the solvability class is d > 1, then the element of the derived series G d 1 is a nontrivial abelian normal subgroup and hence G cannot be CSA in this case. It follows that the solvability class must be d D 1 and therefore G is abelian.
Infinite CT non-CSA groups
For finite groups, a CT group is either solvable or simple. The situation for infinite CT groups is more complicated. From Theorem 3.12, we have that finite CSA groups are abelian. Wu proves that there exist finite CT groups of every solvability class and hence the nonabelian ones (those of solvability class d > 1) provide examples of finite CT non-CSA groups. The situation for infinite CT groups is more complicated. The free product of two finite CT non-CSA groups such as S 3 ? S 3 is an infinite CT but non-CSA group. Lemma 4.1. Let G; H be any two CT non-CSA groups. Then the free product G ? H is also CT non-CSA.
Proof. The free product of CT groups is again CT so G ? H is CT. However, G can be considered as a subgroup of the free product so G?H cannot be CSA.
We now give several results characterizing infinite CT non-CSA groups. Notice that if a group G contains a nontrivial abelian normal subgroup, then it cannot be CSA. This is almost enough to characterize when a CT group is not CSA.
Theorem 4.2. A CT group
Proof. Suppose that G contains a nonabelian subgroup G 0 which itself contains a nontrivial abelian subgroup H which is normal in G 0 . Then G 0 cannot be CSA and hence G cannot be CSA.
Conversely suppose that G is CT but not CSA. Recall that in the presence of the group axioms the CSA property is captured by a pair of universal sentences given in the proof of Lemma 3. Now suppose that G is CT but not CSA. Let g; h; k 2 G such that if g D x, h D y, z D k, then these three elements verify NOTMAL in G. Consider the subgroup G 0 D hg; h; ki of G. This is nonabelian since OEh; k ¤ 1.
Consider the subgroup A D hhi G 0 , the normal closure of hhi in G 0 . Since h ¤ 1, the subgroup A is nontrivial. We claim that A is abelian which will complete the proof. Now g and h commute with h and further g ¤ 1 commutes with k 1 hk and commutes with h so by CT, k 1 hk commutes with h. From the fact that k 1 hk commutes with h we get that k.k 1 hk/k 1 commutes with khk 1 and so khk 1 commutes with h. Hence if u 2 ¹g; g 1 ; h; h 1 ; k; k 1 º, then uh u 1 commutes with h where D˙1. It follows that these conjugates commute with each other.
If A were not abelian, there would be a word w.x; y; z/ of shortest length such that w.g; h; k/ 1 hw.g; h; k/ did not commute with h. Choose such a w with w D v.x; y; z/u and u 2 ¹x; x 1 ; y; y 1 ; z; z 1 º: Then by minimality v.g; h; k/ 1 hv.g; h; k/ commutes with h. Let u be the value of u in G 0 so that u 2 ¹g; g 1 ; h; h 1 ; k; k 1 º. From v.g; h; k/ 1 hv.g; h; k/ commuting with h we get that u 1 v.g; h; k/ 1 hv.g; h; k/u commutes with u 1 hu.
But u 1 hu commutes with h so by CT w.g; h; l/ 1 hw.g; h; k/ D u 1 v.g; h; k/ 1 hv.g; h; k/u commutes with h contradicting our choice of w.x; y; z/. Therefore this contradiction shows that A must be abelian.
To proceed further we need the following concept. A group G is monolithic if G contains a unique nontrivial minimal normal subgroup N (see [12] ). This subgroup is then called the monolith. Our first result is the following: Theorem 4.3. Let G be a nontrivial CT group which contains no nontrivial abelian normal subgroup. If G has a composition series, then G is monolithic whose monolith N is a simple nonabelian CT group.
Proof. Notice that if the monolith N Š PSL.2; K/ for K a field of characteristic 2, which is the situation for finite CT groups with no abelian normal subgroups, then G would not be CSA. However, as pointed out above there do exists simple nonabelian CT groups that are CSA.
If H is a group, then a descending chain of subgroups
is a chief series (see [7, p. 124] ) from H to H n provided H i is normal in H for all i D 0; 1; : : : ; n and for all i D 1; : : : ; n, H i is maximal normal in H i 1 . Let G be a CT group with a composition series and no abelian normal subgroup. Since G is assumed to have a composition series, it follows from [7, p. 131, Theorem 8.6.1] that G has a chief series
Let M D G n 1 . Then G n D ¹1º is maximal normal in M and hence there is no subgroup N normal in G such that M N ¹1º. It follows that M is a minimal normal subgroup in G.
We claim that M is unique. Suppose that M 1 and M 2 are minimal normal subgroups of G with M 1 ¤ M 2 . By assumption neither is abelian. By minimality, we have M 1 \ M 2 D ¹1º. It follows that the subgroup H D hM 1 ; M 2 i generated by M 1 and M 2 is their direct product. That is H D M 1 M 2 . However, a direct product of nonabelian groups is not CT a contradiction since G is CT and CT is inherited by subgroups. Therefore M is the unique minimal normal subgroup and hence G is monolithic with monolith M .
Again from [7, p. 131, Theorem 8.6 .1], M is a direct power A m of a simple group A. Since G contains no normal abelian subgroup, it follows that A m is not abelian and hence A is not abelian. If m > 1, the monolith A m is not CT, again a contradiction and therefore m D 1 and the monolith is a nonabelian simple CT group.
We now consider monolithic groups with monolith isomorphic to PSL.2; K/ for a field K of characteristic 2.
Theorem 4.4. Let G be a monolithic group with monolith isomorphic to PSL.2; K/ where K is a field of characteristic 2 with jKj 4. Then if G is CT, we must have G Š PSL.2; K/ and hence G is non-CSA.
We need two preliminary results before we prove this theorem.
Lemma 4.5. Let G be a monolithic group with monolith M isomorphic to the group PSL.2; K/ where K is a field of characteristic 2. If G is CT, then G embeds into Aut.M /.
Proof. Since M is normal in G, we get a map from G to Aut.M / by mapping g 2 G to conjugation on M by g. Now M D SL.2; K/ is nonabelian. Choose a; b 2 M such that ab ¤ ba and suppose that z 2 ker. /. Then zaz 1 D a and zbz 1 z D b. Now z commutes with both a and b. If z ¤ 1 and ab ¤ ba, this contradicts the assumption that G is CT. Hence ker. / D ¹1º and hence is an embedding.
Recall that an algebraic structure is rigid if it admits only the identity automorphism. Theorem 4.6. Let K be a field of characteristic 2 with jKj 4. Then K is not rigid.
Proof. Let K be a field of characteristic 2 with jKj 4. Then the map W K ! K given by .x/ D x 2 for all x 2 K is an injective homomorphism. If it is surjective, we are done since the only roots of x 2 x over K are 0 or 1 and we thus get a nontrivial automorphism. Assume now that K contains an element Â which is not a square in K and assume that K is rigid. Now consider the simple group M D SL. 
Then C has a unique representation of the form AB where
Since B 2 C H .M /, the matrix for B is a scalar matrix
Then Â is a square in K contrary to assumption. It follows that K cannot be rigid.
We now give the proof of Theorem 4.4.
Proof. Let G be a monolithic group with monolith isomorphic to PSL.2; K/ where K is a field of characteristic 2 and jKj 4 and suppose that G is CT. From Theorem 4.6, we have that K is not rigid. From [23] we have that an automorphism of SL.2; K/ is of the form A 7 ! PA P 1 or A 7 ! P .A Ã / t P 1 where is an automorphism of K, Ã is an antiautomorphism of K and A t is the transpose of A. Since K is commutative being a field, any anti-automorphism is already an automorphism. Further the transpose operator is an anti-automorphism but not an automorphism of SL.2; K/. It follows than that the maps of the form A 7 ! P .A Ã / t P 1 do not occur here. Finally, recall that a class of groups X is axiomatic if this class is defined in terms of a set of first-order sentences (see [4] ) or axioms. If G represents the class of CT groups, H the class of CSA groups and M D G \ .H / c the class of CT but not CSA groups, then all three classes are axiomatic -see the sentences previously given (together with the group axioms). 
